Many object descriptors have been proposed in the state of the art. For many reasons (occlusion, point of view, acquisition conditions. . . ), local descriptors have a better robustness for image understanding applications. The goal of this paper is to make a comparative study of eight recent local descriptors. The objective is here to quantify their ability to generate automatically an object taxonomy. In order to answer this question, we use the Caltech256 benchmark which provides a large object taxonomy used as reference. This study shows that SIFT, differential invariants and shape context descriptors are the best ones to achieve this goal.
Introduction
Image processing includes many steps from image acquisition (with camera, webcam, satellite. . . ) to image interpretation. This last step consists in automatically extracting information about objects present in an image (detection of objects of interest, quantitative measure. . . ). Whatever the foreseen application may be (biometric systems, medical imaging, video monitoring. . . ), the extracted information conditions the performances of the resulting process. It is required for this localization to be as precise as possible and with a correct recognition.
The evaluation of object classification or recognition is a crucial step for the validation of an algorithm. The classical way to conduct this evaluation is the use of ROC curves [1, 18] or Precision/Recall curves [5, 15] . Such approaches use the false recognition rate, that is to say the rate where the object is not correctly recognized. By this way, we just count how many times the algorithm did not find the correct object, independently of the coherence of the made classification.
Our objective is to distinguish among recent local descriptors from the state of the art, those that permit to distinguish objects from different categories. To achieve this goal, we have to propose a similarity measure between objects and categories of objects. Such a similarity measure could be used in an evaluation process in order to improve its quality. This similarity is computed from the well known confusion matrix. As an example, the object "Dog" should be more similar to the object "Cat" than the object "Apple". By the way, we compare local descriptors that enable the definition of such a similarity measure by considering their ability to group objects that are similar within a category.
In this paper, we first present the local descriptors tested in the comparative study. We then present an experimental study where local descriptors performances are compared using the taxonomy available in the Caltech256 database [7] . Finally, some conclusions and perspectives are given.
Background
In this work, we use local descriptors that are commonly used to describe pattern and objects. What is often computed to evaluate a local descriptor is its capacity to discriminate an object from others. In this paper, we are interested in their capacity first to have a similar description of objects that belong to a given category (animal, vehicles,. . . ) and second, to distinguish objects that do not belong to the same category.
To compute the similarity measure, we first compute local descriptors for images of each object. The computation of local descriptors first needs a keypoints detector. Among all keypoints detectors that have been proposed in the literature [14, 3] , the Hessian-Affine detector described in [13] reveals itself as interesting. The advantage of this detector is that it finds much more keypoints than the Harris-Laplace [8] or Harris-Affine ones [13] , which is necessary for some samples images. Examples of detected keypoints can be found in figure 1 . On the neighborhood of each keypoint, we then compute an invariant descriptor. The descriptors we tested in this work are presented below. • Complex filters (cf) [17] , Complex filters are derived from the following equation:
where G(x, y) is a Gaussian function, x and y the pixel position in the filter. Fifteen filters are used, such as m + n < 6, to compute the descriptor on a 41*41 pixels patch. Some of the obtained filters are presented in figure 2 . The resulting descriptor is a 15-elements vector. • Steerable filters (jla) [6] and differential invariants (koen) [10] ,
Descriptors from steerable filters and from differential invariants use derivatives computed by convolution with Gaussian derivatives for a 41*41 pixels patch. Steerable filters are designed as the output of a three basis filter bank. The outputs are then multiplied by a set of gain maps. Each basis filter is assigned to an angle θ varying from 0°to 60°and 120°. The derivatives of steerable filters are computed up to the 4 th order, the final descriptor contains a 14-elements vector. The differential invariants are computed up to the 4 th and the final descriptor is a 12-elements vector.
• SIFT (sift) [11, 12] , SIFT is a well known descriptor and has been largely used and studied since Lowe created it in 1999. The SIFT descriptor, as described in [12] , consists of four stages: (i) scale-space peak selection, (ii) interest point localization, (iii) orientation assignment, and (iv) descriptor. The three first stages correspond to the localization of keypoints. By the way, we use only the fourth stage because we use the Hessian-Affine as keypoints detector. The descriptor is computed from a 4*4 location Cartesian grid as shown in figure 3 (a). The gradient on each location bin is then quantized into 8 orientation bins, and is computed on the patch around the keypoint. This leads to a 128-elements vector. 
The PCA-SIFT descriptor is a variation of the SIFT one. The principal advantage of this descriptor is that the size of the representation is reduced, as it generates a 36-elements vectors. The main idea of this descriptor is to use a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) on the same patch as the one proposed by Lowe in [12] , instead of computing a gradient histogram.
• Shape context (sc) [2] , Shape context works globally like the SIFT descriptor. The difference lies in the location grid which is logpolar and it has 9 bins: 2 locations from each of the 4 directions plus the center as we can see in figure  3 (b). Moreover, each location bin is quantized along 4 orientation bins. The final descriptor is a 36-elements vector and is computed on edges extracted from the Canny edge detector [4] .
• Gradient location and orientation histogram (gloh) [14] ,
The gradient location and orientation histogram is also a descriptor derived from the SIFT descriptor. It has been designed to increase the robustness and distinctiveness of the SIFT descriptor. It works, like the shape context, on a log-polar location grid. The location grid presented in figure 3(c) has 17 bins: 2 from each of 8 directions plus the center. Each location bins is quantized along 16 directions. This leads to a 272-elements vector, but the final descriptor is reduced to a 128-elements vector with a PCA reduction.
• Cross-correlation (cc) [14] .
Finally, the cross correlation descriptor corresponds to a smoothed and uniformly sampled image of the patch around the interest point. The patch is sampled at 9*9 pixels so the final descriptor is a 81-elements vector.
All these descriptors have been studied in [14] , SIFT and SIFT-based descriptors obtain the best results in the case of object recognition. As we are in a different context, we aim to see if they are also able to measure the similarity of objects category.
Developed method
To compute the similarity measure between two objects or two categories, we are looking for similar parts in two sample images. We assume the fact that the more there are corresponding keypoints between the two images, the more they are similar. An example of matching result between keypoints can be found in figure 4. We can see the matching of two samples from objects "calculator" and "computer keyboard", both in the "electronic" category. Even if these samples are from different objects, we can see some similarities as both objects have buttons. The computation of a similarity measure between objects is made of 2 steps. First, we apply a matching procedure to define similar parts of different samples. Second, we compute a score quantifying if samples belong to the same object or category.
Matching procedure
We are looking for associations between keypoints from each sample image as in [16] . An association is defined as a double matching between two keypoints: for a keypoint x of image k, we are looking for the nearest neighbor keypoint y among the set Y(I l ) of all points of image l. We also check that the second nearest neighbor point y is far enough from the nearest neighbor (thanks to parameter C), otherwise, the keypoint is rejected. That is to say:
and
where C is an arbitrary threshold set to 0, 7 and the computed distance d(·, ·) between keypoints descriptors is the Euclidean one between the normalized vectors. If these conditions are fulfilled, then we say that the keypoint y is matched to keypoint x. We then associate the keypoint x from image k with keypoint y from image l if y is matched to x and x is matched to y. We can see on figure 4 lines between the associated keypoints.
Once we have defined the associated keypoints between images k and l, we define the similarity measure between these images s(k, l) as the number of associations. The more there are associated points, the more objects present in the images are similar.
Similarity measures
The similarity between objects is computed from several sample images from each object. To obtain it, we compute the average similarity measure S o from the similarity measures s between several images of these two objects:
where Card(i) denotes the number of images from object i. We can notice that a higher value denotes more similar objects. In a same way, we define a similarity measure for categories S c as the average similarity measure from objects of the two categories:
where Card(u) denotes the number of objects from category u.
For the validation process, we then gather Intra and Inter informations for objects and categories. For objects, Intra o corresponds to the set of similarities S o (i, i) and Inter o corresponds to the set of similarities S o (i, j) with i j. For categories, Intra c corresponds to the set of similarities between objects of the same category, that is to say S c (u, u). Inter c corresponds to the set of S c (u, v), with u v. Finally, we define a Score as:
where E[·] stands for the average and σ[·] stands for the standard deviation. This ratio enables us to determine which descriptors better maximize at the same time the Intra set and minimize the Inter one. The higher the ratio is, the best the descriptor separates objects or categories.
We can then define a similarity matrix such as MS i, j = S o (i, j). This matrix looks like a confusion matrix, but there are two principal differences. First, we can notice that the case S o (i, i) is not interesting, as we aim to compute a similarity between different objects. Second, this matrix is symmetric because S o (i, j) = S o ( j, i). Once built, such a matrix could be used to improve the evaluation of a recognition algorithm, by taking into account the importance of the made error.
Experimental results
This section first presents the Caltech256 Database [7] . Second, we present the obtained results.
Image database
For this comparative study, we use the Caltech256 Database 1 [7] . This database presents several advantages. First, it contains a large number of objects: 256 different objects plus one that represents a clutter class. Objects are various and make this database very difficult. Moreover, sample images from each object are also various. The second advantage is that objects are ordered and grouped within a taxonomy. A part of the taxonomy can be seen in the figure 5. This taxonomy creates categories of objects. Each category contains objects with a common subject.
In this paper, we use one part of this database. We choose 5 categories in the taxonomy: "Household and Everyday", "Sports", "Electronics", "Food" and "Animal". For each category, we select 10 objects recapitulated in table 1. We obtain a total of 50 objects among the 256 available. For each object, we used the first 20 images of the database, and compute a maximum of 150 keypoints per image. This leads to 1.000 sample images and 509.000 comparisons for this work.
Results
In order to validate our similarity measure, we check the Intra o and Inter o similarities for all objects. Table 2 presents E(Intra o ), E(Inter o ) and Score o . We can see that the sift descriptor performs the best, closely followed by the gloh, pca and cc descriptors. The performance of sift can be explained by its capacity to distinguish different Figure 5 . Extract of the taxonomy from Caltech256 database [7] : leaves of the tree are the different objects and nodes are the different categories objects as it obtains a very low value of the Inter similarities. These results are similar to results obtained in [14] , which validates our similarity measure and the Score o indicator. The question we would like to answer is how these descriptors are able to distinguish categories of objects that are different. Results, presented in Table 3 , show Score c for each category. First, we can see that most descriptors mistake for the "Household and Everyday" categories, which reflects the difficulty of the Caltech256 database. The category "Animal" is the best recognized, which sounds reasonable given the taxonomy from Caltech: this category is in the group "Animate" whereas the four other category are from the group "Inanimate". Secondly, we can notice that koen descriptors perform well for all categories, "House" category included. We can also notice that sift, pca, gloh and cc descriptors obtain approximately the same kind of results. whereas the koen descriptors still have the higher value for the Intra similarities. Moreover, the koen descriptor seems to be the best for a difficult database. Table 5 presents the same result as table 4, but without the category "Household and Everyday". In this case, the database is easier to recognize and this is confirmed by the fact that Intra values increase whereas Inter values decrease. We can see that three descriptors bring out: the koen descriptors have the best Intra values, the sift descriptors have the best Inter values and the sc is a good compromise. We can also remark that most of SIFT-based descriptors perform approximately like the sift descriptor.
Finally, the average computation time of the distance between images and objects is presented in Table 6 . We can see that, except the gloh descriptor which is slower, most descriptors have approximately the same computation time between: cf, jla and koen descriptors are around 6 seconds per object, sc, sift, pca and cc descriptors are around 8-9 seconds per object, and te gloh descriptor is at 19 second per object. Moreover, the koen descriptor is the fastest one. 
Conclusions and perspectives
In this work, we compared 8 recent local descriptors from the state of the art in a particular case. Indeed, we aim to compare their ability to discriminate some object categories from each other. We can see that three descriptors bring out: sift descriptors are the best ones to compute Inter similarities as they are able to reject object from other category whereas koen descriptors are the best ones to compute Intra similarities, and the sc descriptor is a good compromise. In the case of various objects within a category, we suggest to use the koen descriptor, whereas in an easier database, we suggest to use the sift descriptor.
Finally, we aim to use a similarity matrix MS using the sift descriptor that would permit to better evaluate recognition algorithms. For example, if the objet "Dog" is recognize instead of the objet "Cat", we could penalize this error by using the similarity MS "Dog","cat" .
